Editorial

The fascinating and exciting fairytales you knew in
your childhood will no longer remain a fantasy. This
time, the prince Charming or the dreamy princess will
not just live in your imagination. A night is coming
in which all of your royal and ravishing fantasies will
come to life in the fairyland that is Monaco.
Taking place in stunning Monte-Carlo, is an event that
will go beyond your wildest expectations. The Grand
Ball of the Princes and Princesses will certainly be an
occasion to remember. Glamour, glittering diamonds,
fabulous dresses and the cream of society will
converge at this event. Hosted in one of Monaco’s
most luxurious and iconic venues, Hôtel de Paris
Monte-Carlo, this decadent gala will remain with you
as one of the most spectacular events of the season.

Long a favorite of visiting royalty, international stars
and diplomats, the opulent interior will be matched
only perhaps by the fashion. Expect to see some of
Monte-Carlo’s most exquisite costumes, tiaras and
dresses on the ladies. For the gentlemen too, nothing
but the most luxurious attire is expected. Nothing
will be spared in the creation of this unforgettable
experience. Imagine a fantastic world mixed with a
sprinkle of royalty and high-society guests during the
time of Princess Grace. The French Riviera’s elite will
be in attendance and the guest list will be tightly
controlled and selected to maintain the atmosphere.
Come join the realms of princes and princesses and
let those glorious hours take you into another world,
one of mythical dreams and majestic fancies.
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The Grand Ball of Princes and Princesses

An event bursting with glamour will take place in the
striking Monaco. A once-in-a-life time unforgettable
experience that must be experienced first-hand.
This gala event will bring glamour and high society
together. The theme, supported by its star-studded
guest list, will be that of royalty - Princesses, Queens,
Kings, Princes, Dukes and Duchesses, Baronesses and
Barons. All can be expected to make an appearance.
This makes for a night to remember beyond all others.
The height of sophistication, this gala is one for those
who move in such circles, who are comfortable in
opulent settings, and who enjoy festivities of a grand
nature. The event is planned to outdo any other hosted
before. Expect the highest of culture, from music
through to art. The décor will remind you - tastefully of a fairytale fit for a King. As a result, Europe’s royal
families will be represented at all levels of seniority,
right up to the highest ranks. The guest list too
will be of an equal pedigree.
All those who attend will be delighted to step into this
magical place, where they can expect to see an amazing
décor, tailor made for the event. From stunning light
displays to gorgeous drapery from Europe’s designer
fabric houses, the quality of the furnishing will delight
even the most discerning of guests.

Charming love, music, art, beauty, magic and royalty
will reunite at the Grand Ball for a royal event. Princes
and Princesses from across the world will take part
in a never-seen-before celebration of joy and beauty.
An unmissable ball, it will touch the hearts of its
guests with greatness, pomp and dynamism. An ideal
combination of romance and royalty will be tailored
for the guests. Leaving everyday life behind, this ball
will make its guests embark on a magical quest for
beauty and heavenly beauty.
Inhabited by fairies and angels, the halo of the night
will leave reality behind to embody an illusion of
ideal grace that will feel like a magical, royal spell.
All the A-list guests shall follow the dress-code and
be dressed in their most sophisticated gowns,
becoming themselves part of the magical scenery. The
delightful setting of the banquets will beastonishing,
offering to the guests, unforgettable delicacies.
After tasting exquisite wines and champagnes, the
most remarkable moment will come with the night.
Dance floors welcome royal couples with mesmerising
music, heightening the magical sense of the beautiful
event. Greetings and meetings with renown and
eminent personalities will fill the guests with awe.

The Show

An event that holds the promise of being timeless
and iconic, The Grand Ball of Princes and Princesses
is the setting of a second-to-none amazing show.
Extraordinarily outstanding artists, top performers,
singers, and dancers will grace the eyes and hearts
of the thrilled guests, who will enjoy a splendorous,
opulent display of craft, reaching the peak of the
evening. Heavenly melodies, grandiose dances and
thrilling performances will take the fortunate guests
inside a dreamlike sphere of the compelling Gala.
The top-notch entertainment will thrill all as the air
drive shine with a halo of love and rapture. The evening will truly feel like entering a fantasy fairy-tale land.
Imagination will be set free by the beauty and the
sparkling air of this evening, which will fill every
single guest with wonder. Riveting really artistic
performances, astonishing background movements
and astounding carouses will excite the hearts of
guests in enchantment, as only the lived experience
will be able to convey. It will be impossible to resist
dancing and twirling in exhilaration, merriment and
bliss. No one will feel second to a King or a Queen,
entering the magical space of fairy-tales.

What used to be your fantasy is now very close to
becoming a reality - if only for one early summer
evening. The performers of the show held on the
Grand Ball occasion will make magic whether through
singing, juggling, dancing, or playing music. Closely
attuned with this one-off lovely show, the audience
will enter an ocean of magic, fantasy and charms,
with the extraordinary performances of worldly
renown entertainers. Undoubtedly, performers will
reel the audience into the magic of their mastery,
and the interactions between the artists and guests
will take the thrill of performances to another level.
This display will have you mesmerized as you watch
each act perform. The combination of the different
moments and the beautiful surroundings will mean
the show will take on a magical aura. A splendiferous
dinner setup will accompany the show in such an
enthralling way that it will emulate the feeling of
dining at a royal banquet hall. A fantasy it come true
at the Ball that will remain in collective memory, as a
moment that will happen once but will leave an
endless nostalgic halo. Get ready for a timeless event
will be talked about in high society for years to come.

Charity

The Grand Ball of Princes and Princesses goes beyond
a festive evening. This glamorous and gracious event
will undoubtedly leave an imprint on its guests’
hearts. But it will not stop there, resulting in tangible
positive impact, worldly. Whilst you are preparing
to enjoy this wonderful event amongst the high
society of Europe, take a minute to consider those
less fortunate. This royal and star-studded event is
committed to giving back to the needy.
A portion of the proceeds from the unforgettable
evening will be donated to Princess Grace of Monaco
Foundation. The ball organisation’s purpose is to
financially support such important Foundation with a
charitable act in its favour. Through the benevolence
of our eminent guests, others will experience the
warmth of love too.

Founded in 1964 by HSH Princess Grace, the Princess
Grace of Monaco Foundation annually contributes
considerable help, to humanitarian projects which
benefit children and also helps students through
cultural projects. The primary aim of the Princess
Grace Foundation is to help children in hospital and
their families. It helps numerous paediatric units
throughout French hospitals, in particular in the
purchase of equipment necessary for the treatment
of young patients.
The Foundation also provides additional help to
local associations, especially at Christmas time.
The Princess Grace Foundation gives its support to
paediatric medical research. It currently supports four
renowned French medical laboratories in their work.

Artistic Director

Blending the romantic aura with the splendid royalty
to its full apex, the opera singer Delia Grace Noble
is the real paradigm of inspiration for this occasion.
She has successfully crowned herself with the
extraordinary task of opening the Venice Film Festival
with a spectacular one-of-a-kind Grand Ball. The
sheer elegance of the theme that will be revolving
around this royal event will be strengthened by the
ardent emotions the guests will experience on that day.
With ineffable enthusiasm, power, and brilliance, she
is ready to compellingly inspire the guests of the most
awaited event of Monte-Carlo’s summer. Her unique
concept of meticulously combining royalty with the
purest halo of entertainment at the most exquisite
occasion, is going to result in an unparalleled picture,
to which no other will compare.

Monegasque of heart, the soprano Delia Grace Noble,
who proudly received the UNICEF Ambassador title,
is passionately driven by the beautiful mission
of bringing even more significance and recognition
to the Principality of Monaco.
This occasion will be made all the most compelling
by delightfully heartfelt performances by international
dancers, performers and musicians. An innovative,
creative vision is ready to set on fire the sensations
and passion of the guests, and the exciting concept
of visual set design will take high society partakers
to the imaginary fairy-tale world that is oceans apart
from everyday reality. With love in the air, it will be
impossible not to sway towards the most magical of
cities and join a night that enchants even the most
elite of the partygoers in a never-seen-before way.
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Event Venue

The glamorous event is to be held in the striking
Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, a luxury exclusive venue,
delightfully located in the legendary Place du Casino.
There are few exceptional hotels that one day stop
being an address and become legend: Hôtel de Paris
is one of these magical places. With a unique soul
and big history, has been welcoming personalities and
celebrities for over 150 years. The quintessentially
iconic, warm and exclusive ambiance of the Salle
Empire will indeed amaze every single guest.
Colours, embellishments, and detailed styling will be
worth seeing, floating feathers will softly create an
atmosphere that should not be missed.
The Salle Empire will be transformed into a fairy tale
palace to greet the princes and princesses decked in
all their lavish finery, who will be immersed in the
luxurious surrounding resonating with the princely
theme. Elegant extravagance will be everywhere, from
the twinkling lights to the magnificent decorations;
from the details of the music or the ornament to the
aroma of the evening.

Starting in the 1950s, the whole world would come
to visit the Princely Couple, formed by Prince Rainier
III and Princess Grace, who welcomed the elite of
this period, along with the whole of Hollywood.
Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo thus became a favoured
place for Princess Grace. In 1956, on the occasion of
her wedding to Prince Rainier, dinner was served in this
prestigious establishment, which prepared the wedding
cake for the official reception. 20 years later, Prince
Rainier and Princess Grace celebrated their wedding
anniversary, this time in the intimacy of the hotel’s wine
cellars. In 1974, Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo honoured
with big pomp the 25th annive sary of the reign of
Prince Rainier.
The emotional experience of a grand Gala Dinner
signed by one of the best Michelin stars awarded chefs
in the world, will be held in this Monaco’s most ravishing
place and will be graced by significant personalities
from the film industry, business and political figures,
academics, professionals and entrepreneurs.

The Organiser

The organiser behind this magnificent event is an
international entertainment enterprise based in
Monaco. The company is renown for its expertise in
design, realisation, organisation and promotion of
glamorous shows, memorable private parties, unique
corporate events and artistic or cultural exhibitions
held around the world. The entertainments are always
performed by award winning professional artists.
The “Noble Monte-Carlo” is amongst the best-known
entertainment companies with a realy remarkable
reputation across Monaco and the French Riviera,
making it the ideal choice for organising such an
extraordinary event. The company provides high
quality performances including musical, dancing,
theatre, ballet and opera for all kinds of events. It is
the exclusive event planner of artistic productions
and shows, high-scale gala dinners, and famously
renown award ceremonies around the world.

A passion for entertainment inspired the organisation
to create spellbinding artistic shows that incorporate
elements of high fashion and elegant glamour. Every
spectacle is uniquely designed to suit the customer’s
desires, and the enterprise pays close attention to
detail, carefully crafting every aspect of the shows and
events that is organising.
World renown musicians, singers, live bands, actors,
performers, acrobats and illusionists come together
under this Monegasque company with the ultimate
goal of achieving excellence through the management
of personalised entertainment programs. Artists
and creators, offer transformative performances which
cannot be experienced anwhere else and high quality,
original visual events.
The enterprise provides collaboration with public or
institutions to made eceptionally unforgettable events.

Partners

The elaborate organisation and implementation of
The Grand Ball of Princes and Princesses could not
be possible without the efforts of everyone involved.
The contributions of partners are crucial to securing
success and deliver a spectacular event, raising the
standards of entertainment and artistic values.

Success could not be achieved without the endless
support of loyal partners and dedicated individuals.
We are beyond grateful for remarkable support of our
partners, and particularly thankful for their essential
commitment to the event and for bringing even more
passion and enthusiasm into our team.

The organising company is working closely alongside
distinguished companies who are contributing with
their unique assets and expertise to elevate this
prestigious event to new heights. The partnerships
hold priceless importance to this event, and help
ensure that all tireless efforts bear fruit.

We would like to wholeheartedly thank each and every
partner and individual who has been involved in
crafting this glorious event. The trust and support
of partners with whom we share the same values
are really highly appreciated; we could not have done
it without them!
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